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ABSTRACT: Electric-field-driven scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) that
uses carrier envelope phase-controlled pulses in the THz region (THz-STM) has
been attracting considerable attention because of its capability of probing ultrafast
dynamics in materials. However, since the electric field is in the THz region, its
time resolution of about 1 ps limits the range of measurable targets. Therefore, to
pave the way for studying the local dynamics of non-equilibrium states such as
elementary excitations and phase transitions in condensed materials, it is
desirable to develop an STM system with a higher time resolution. Here, we
report a mid-infrared (MIR) electric-field-driven STM system enabling an atomic-scale pump−probe method to be used over a wide
range of time with a time resolution higher than 30 fs. We demonstrate the high potential of the new MIR-STM system by
visualizing the photo-induced ultrafast non-equilibrium dynamics in MoTe2. We succeeded in measuring ultrafast carrier dynamics in
the time range of 0 to over 1 ps, which were well explained by the change in band structure associated with the carrier dynamics. In
addition to time-resolved signal measurement, atomically resolved MIR-STM imaging was also realized.
KEYWORDS: STM, subcycle electric field, mid-infrared, electric-field driven, pump-probe technique, time-resolved STM

■ INTRODUCTION
Understanding and controlling the ultrafast dynamics in non-
equilibrium states of condensed materials are important for
both basic and applied science and technologies.1−4 Experi-
ments using angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy and
diffraction methods with time resolutions in the femtosecond
region have been actively conducted, and excellent results have
been obtained.5−10 However, these results and discussions are
basically for the reciprocal lattice space. Since these dynamics
are not spatially uniform but are strongly affected by local
structures such as atomic-level defects, for further advance-
ments, it is highly desirable to analyze these dynamics in real
space while considering the surrounding effects of local
structures.
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has an atomic-scale

resolution and is capable of evaluating local electronic
structures in comparison with environmental structures.11

However, since the time resolution of STM is in the sub-
millisecond range, it is difficult to probe the dynamics of the
ultrafast phenomena described above, and many attempts have
been made to add a high time resolution since its
invention.12,13 The two methods considered as means of
increasing time resolution dated from the earliest STM studies
are to instantaneously give conductivity to the STM circuit
using an ultrafast optical switch and to control the bias voltage
applied between the STM tip and the sample using high-speed
electronics.14−17 The latter has been successfully used to
measure spin dynamics in single-atomic-level research,18−20

but the temporal resolution obtained using electronics is
basically limited to the sub-nanosecond region.
Under these circumstances, an STM system with a time

resolution in the femtosecond region was developed by
combining STM with the optical pump−probe method used
in ultrashort-pulse laser technologies.21−23 Similar to the
optical pump−probe method, the STM system uses the
absorption bleaching mechanism,23−25 thereby its time
resolution determined by the laser pulse width is in the
femtosecond region. Local spin dynamics have also been
measured with this method.26,27 Another method is electric-
field-driven STM, which uses a carrier envelope phase (CEP)-
controlled light source to produce a near-field to apply an
instantaneous electric field between the STM tip and the
sample.28 This method substitutes the high-speed electronics
with an electric field to enable a faster control of the bias
voltage between the STM tip and the sample. When a THz
electric field is used, this method is called THz-STM.28−38

In electric-field-driven STM, the change in tunnel current
corresponding to the change in bias voltage is measured.
Therefore, although care is required in analysis because the
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electric-field waveform is not a square, it is possible to measure
the transient local density of states (LDOSs) of materials
similar to that in normal STM,28,32,33 making this method
attractive. However, since its time resolution is determined by
the bandwidth of the electric field used, the time resolution of
THz-STM is limited to the 1 ps range, which is insufficient to
analyze the non-equilibrium electronic dynamics.8

An attempt was made to develop a light source over a wider
THz region to improve the time resolution; however, the
obtained pulse width of the near-field was several hundred
femtosecond.39 The transition process in the attosecond region
has recently been observed by using CEP-controlled pulses in
the near-infrared (NIR) region.40 However, since the
mechanism of this system is based on the interference between
two pulses of 6 fs width, unlike other laser-combined STM
systems, its range of application is limited. Recently, scanning
near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) techniques with a time
resolution of 100 fs level have been reported.41−43 Since
SNOM measures permittivity of materials, we can obtain
optically important local information. However, it is difficult to
directly measure transient LDOSs. Therefore, the development
of an electric-field-driven STM with a higher time resolution is
strongly desired.
Here, we demonstrate electric-field-driven STM realized

using CEP-controlled MIR pulses (MIR-STM) with a time
resolution higher than 30 fs. Using the pump−probe method
with a coaxial arrangement of the MIR beam and an NIR beam
of 8 fs, we have succeeded in observing the photo-induced
ultrafast nonequilibrium dynamics in MoTe2 in the time range
of 0 to over 1 ps with atomically resolved STM images.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Time-Resolved MIR-STM System. Figure 1a shows a

schematic diagram of our newly developed MIR-STM system.
A Ti:S-based optical parametric chirped-pulse amplifier
(Venteon OPCPA, Laser Quantum) was used as the primary
light source of the NIR electric field ENIR(t).

44 The wavelength
range of ENIR(t) was 660−940 nm, the pulse width was 8.1 fs,
the pulse energy was 1 μJ, and the repetition frequency was 4

MHz (Figure 1b). A pair of chirp mirrors or a BK7 plates was
used for fine adjustment to compensate for the dispersion of
the fundamental wave (not shown in the figure). A wideband
MIR pulse EMIR(t) was generated by the optical rectification
effect by splitting the fundamental wave with a beam splitter
(BS) and leading one of the beams to a GaSe crystal with a
thickness of 30 μm.45 After that, the basic light that was not
wavelength-converted was removed from the MIR beam by
passing the output from the GaSe crystal through a Ge plate.
The other NIR beam was passed through an optical delay

stage (delay) and then reflected on a Ge plate to combine it
with the MIR beam in a coaxial arrangement for pump−probe
measurement, making it easy to adjust the optical system.
Figure 1c shows the waveform of EMIR(t) obtained by using a
photoconductive antenna (PCA) outside the STM chamber.
Unipolar subcycle pulses with asymmetry between the positive
and negative regions were produced, the half period of which
was about 25 fs. The coaxial light beams were introduced into
an ultrahigh-vacuum STM chamber (5 × 10−8 Pa) through a
polycrystalline diamond window (DW in Figure 1a, φ = 12.7
mm) and focused onto the STM tip apex using an off-axis
parabolic mirror ( f = 15 mm) at an incident angle of 55°. Both
the MIR and NIR beams were p-polarized with respect to the
sample.
A mechanically polished Pt/Ir tip and a MoTe2 sample were

used for the STM measurement. It was confirmed that the
thermal expansion problem could be negligible even when the
pump−probe measurement was carried out with the intensity
modulation of MIR light (see Figure S1 for details). Figure 1d
shows a schematic diagram of the MIR-STM measurement.
The tunnel gap was irradiated by the combination of EMIR(t)
and ENIR(t) with a delay time td for the pump−probe method,
and the change in tunnel current I(td) was measured to obtain
a time-resolved signal, similar to that in THz-STM.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Evaluation of the MIR Near-Field. When the tunnel gap

is irradiated by EMIR(t), an MIR near-field ENF,MIR(t) is
produced at the tip apex via the mechanism of tip-induced

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the time-resolved MIR-STM system. BS: beam splitter, DW: diamond window, MIR: mid-infrared electric field
EMIR, and NIR: near-infrared electric field ENIR. (b) Temporal profile of the output of the NIR pulse obtained by D-scan and its spectrum. (c) EMIR
waveform measured by using a photoconductive antenna (PCA) outside the STM chamber. (d) Schematic diagram of the measurement setup. The
tunnel gap is irradiated by the combination of EMIR and ENIR with delay time td, and the corresponding change in tunnel current I(td) is measured to
obtain a time-resolved signal.
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enhancement.42,46 The transient bias voltage VNF,MIR(t) formed
by ENF,MIR(t) dynamically opens the STM circuit to detect the
time-resolved signal. Therefore, it is important to evaluate
VNF,MIR(t) under the measurement conditions. First, we
confirmed using a photoconductive antenna (PCA) that
EMIR(t) measured outside the STM chamber (Figure 1c) was
well reproduced at the tunnel gap (see Figure S2 for details).
Next, we evaluated ENF,MIR(t) produced by EMIR(t). Figure

2a shows the energy diagram of the tunnel gap. Here, a sample
bias voltage VDC is applied between the STM tip and the
sample (with the tip side grounded). Owing to the difference
in the band structure between the tip and the sample, the
vacuum level on the sample side is as low as ∼0.5 to ∼1 eV,
even when VDC is zero.

47,48 During the irradiation of the tunnel
gap with the NIR light, with a tip-sample distance d of 200 nm
to suppress the tunnel current, the current I = PEE + FEE was
measured, where PEE and FEE represent the photoemission
electrons and field-effect-emitted electrons, respectively. Figure
2b shows the I−VDC curve obtained by changing VDC from
−10 to 10 V. No current was generated when the NIR light
was turned off (blue line), whereas I(VDC) appeared by
irradiating the tunnel gap with the NIR light (red line).
Since field emission is unlikely to occur on the flat sample

surface, I(VDC) observed for VDC < 0 is due to PEE. At −4 V <
VDC < 0 V, photoemission electrons from the tip PEEtip are the
main component. Namely, the rapid change in I(VDC) shows
the change in PEEtip(VDC), which is excited by the light
component on the high-energy side of EMIR(t), as shown in
Figure 1b. The negative current at VDC < −4 V is considered to

be the photoelectrons from the sample surface, PEEsample. The
change in I(VDC) observed for 0 V < VDC is the change in
FEEtip(VDC) because PEEtip does not depend on VDC.
We used this mechanism to evaluate ENF,MIR(t). When the

tunnel gap is irradiated with MIR pulses, the barrier height at
the tip apex changes, owing to ENF,MIR(t). Since the number of
FEEtip depends on the barrier height and the relaxation of hot
electrons is faster than the change in ENF,MIR(t), the ENF,MIR(t)
waveform can be evaluated by measuring the change in
INF,MIR(td), as similarly carried out in THz-STM.

32,34 Figure 2c
shows the VDC dependence of INF,MIR(td), which appears to
well reproduce the shape of EMIR(t) shown in Figure 1c, as
expected. The appearance of the waveform for −4 V < VDC < 0
V indicates that PEEtip is affected by ENF,MIR(t). The
momentum of these photoelectrons are strongly modified
near the tip apex within several 10 fs49 because the velocity of
them is in the order of 1 nm/fs. In our experiment, VS = VDC +
VNF,MIR(t) is applied to sample with the I−V curve, as shown in
Figure 2b, and the change in INF,MIR(td) is measured, as shown
in Figure 2d. We do not know VNF,MIR (t) at this point because
ENF,MIR(td) may be different from EMIR(td). Therefore, to
obtain an accurate ENF,MIR(td) waveform, it is necessary to
calculate it from the INF,MIR(td) shape shown in Figure 2c in
consideration of the characteristics of the I−V curve (see
Figure S3 for details). Figure 2e shows EMIR(t) measured by
the PCA at the tip position (yellow, see Figure S2 for detail)
and VNF,MIR(t) (green) obtained from the calculation described
above (see Figure S3 for detail). Figure 2f shows far-field
(yellow) and near-field (green) Fourier spectra obtained from

Figure 2. Evaluation of the MIR near field. (a) Energy diagram of the tunnel gap. Here, a bias voltage VDC is applied between the STM tip and the
sample. d is the tip-sample distance. CBM and VBM represent the conduction band minimum and valence band maximum, respectively. PEE and
FEE denote photoemission electrons due to NIR light irradiation and field-effect-emitted electrons, respectively. ENF,MIR(t) is the MIR near-field
produced on the STM tip via the mechanism of tip-induced enhancement of EMIR(t). (b) VDC dependence of I = PEE + FED with NIR light
irradiation and the MIR light turned off. (c) VDC dependence of ENF,MIR(t)-induced current INF,MIR(t). The MIR beam was turned on and off at
frequency of about 520 Hz with an optical chopper, and INF,MIR(t) was measured by the lock-in detection method. (d) Relationship between the
near-field voltage VNF,MIR(t) produced by ENF,MIR(t) and INF,MIR(t), shown in (c) (see Figure S3 for details). (e) EFF,MIR(t), far-field EMIR(t)
measured by the PCA at the tip position (yellow, see Figure S2 for details) and VNF,MIR(t) (green). VNF,MIR(t) was calculated using the shape of
INF,MIR(t) at 6 V shown in Figure 3c. (f) Far-field (yellow) and near-field (green) Fourier spectra obtained from the data in (e). The spectrum of
ENF,MIR(t) calculated by the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method is also shown (blue, see Figure S4 for details).
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the data in Figure 2e. The spectrum of ENF,MIR(t) calculated by
the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method is also
shown (blue, see Figure S4 for details). The difference
observed between EMIR(t) and VNF,MIR (t) indicates the
importance of confirming the shape of ENF,MIR(t) before
measurement, as we have pointed out in a previous paper.32

Time-Resolved MIR-STM Measurement. Sample Prep-
aration. 2H−MoTe2, a transition-metal dichalcogenide
(TMDC),50 was used as a sample. In a previous study of
MoTe2 using a THz-STM system, in which the time resolution
was 1 ps, carrier recombination dynamics of 18 and 606 ps
were observed, but the processes faster than 1 ps were beyond
its measurement limit.32 However, important non-equilibrium
dynamics, such as the modulation of the band structure
associated with ultrafast electron dynamics, appear at <∼1
ps.51 Thus, MoTe2 is considered to be suitable for
demonstrating the performance of the newly developed MIR-
STM system. However, MoTe2 exhibits a large electron lattice
interaction among the TMDCs and forms phases such as
semiconducting, metallic, charge density wave (CDW), and
superconducting phases depending on its crystal structure and
conditions.52,53 Therefore, to probe the ultrafast electronic
dynamics without such structural changes which make analysis
complicated, the NIR light intensity was sufficiently reduced to
0.56 mW measured externally, 1 order lower than that used in
ref 24. To confirm the suitability of the conditions, we carried

out time-resolved MIR-STM imaging as will be explained in
detail later.
A clean surface was obtained by exfoliating bulk 2H−MoTe2

fixed with a conductive adhesive on a copper substrate in an
ultrahigh-vacuum (2 × 10−8 Pa) preparation chamber. Then, it
was moved to the STM measurement chamber (5 × 10−8 Pa)
and cooled to 78 K, and experiments were performed. 2H−
MoTe2 has a hexagonal symmetric crystal structure, and the
bulk crystal is a semiconductor with a band gap of ∼1.0 eV at
77 K.54 Figure 3a shows a typical STM image of 2H−MoTe2.
Bright spots are oxidized defects.32 Figure 3b shows an STM
image of 2H−MoTe2 with atomic resolution obtained in the
area without defects. A schematic structure of 2H−MoTe2 is
shown in Figure 3c. Figure 3d shows typical dI/dV curves
obtained in the areas with (blue) and without (red) defects.
Defect-related gap states are observed for the former, and time-
resolved MIR-STM measurements were carried out in the area
without defects to avoid their effects.

Measurement and Analysis. After choosing an area without
defects by STM observation, time-resolved MIR-STM
measurements were performed at 78 K, as shown in Figure
1d. For the time-resolved STM measurement, a pump−probe
method was performed using NIR pulsed light as an excitation
and MIR light as a probe. The MIR light was turned on and off
at a frequency of 520 Hz, and the modulated tunnel current
It,MIR(td) was detected as the time-resolved MIR-STM signal
by the lock-in detection method, while STM feedback was

Figure 3. (a) Large-scale STM image of 2H−MoTe2. Bright spots are oxidized defects. (b) STM image of 2H−MoTe2 in an area without defects.
(c) Schematic structures of 2H−MoTe2 phases. (d)Typical I−V curves measured in areas with (blue) and without (red) defects. STM image taken
after NIR light irradiation (30.6 kW/cm2, 30 ms). TGB: twin grain boundary. Inset is the magnification of the 1T′ area. STM images were taken
with the conditions of VDC = 0.6 V and I = 50 pA.
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carried out using the total tunnel current. Since VDC is small
and ENF,MIR(t) is not completely monopolar, the direction of
the MIR-STM tunnel current signal at t = td, It,MIR(td) changes
from the STM tip to the sample [It,MIR(td) > 0] and from the
sample to the STM tip [It,MIR(td) < 0)], depending on the
direction of the bias voltage VS(t) = VDC + VNF,MIR(t). Since
VNF,MIR is not a rectangular wave, It,MIR(td) is an integral over
the waveform. The relationship between the electric field
ENF,MIR and the STM gap is shown in ① in Figure 4d.
Figure 4a shows a typical result. In the region of td > 0, a

rapid increase in signal intensity (td < 0.5 ps) and its relaxation
were observed. This is the first ever time-resolved STM signal
obtained in the time range of 0 to 1 ps. The observed change

in I(td) in the first 1 ps is produced by the tunneling of
electrons near the Fermi level between the STM tip and the
sample, namely, the ultrafast dynamics occurring in the MoTe2
sample were successfully probed. The blue line in Figure 4a
shows the result of fitting with the double exponential function

+( ) ( )g gexp expt t
1 21 2

where g1 and g2 are constants

showing the intensity of each function. A rise at τ1 = 220 fs
followed by a decay at τ2 = 720 fs was obtained.
As described above, to avoid the structural changes due to

photoexcitation, the NIR light intensity was sufficiently
reduced. To confirm the suitability of the conditions, we
carried out time-resolved MIR-STM imaging. Figure 4b shows

Figure 4. (a) Time-resolved MIR-STM signal obtained in the area without defects (VDC = 150 mV, I = 50 pA, NIR pulse: 0.56 mW outside). MIR
light was turned on and off at a frequency of 520 Hz for the lock-in detection. The inset is a magnification of the signal around td = 0. The blue line
indicates the fitting curve obtained using an exponential function with two components. (b) High resolution STM image of 2H−MoTe2 shown in
Figure 3b and time-resolved MIR-STM images obtained for delay times td of −920, 210, 330, and 1080 fs (4 × 4 nm2, VDC = 31 mV, I = 40 pA,
scan speed: 1.5 s/nm). (c) Result of light-modulated scanning tunneling spectroscopy (LM-STS).55,56 The I−V curve was measured while turning
the NIR beam on and off at a frequency of 40 Hz (VDC = 800 mV, I = 50 pA, 0.56 mW outside, 512 points/0.82 s). By drawing the envelopes of the
signal, two I−V curves for with (red) and without (blue) light irradiation were obtained simultaneously. (d) Schematic band structures explaining
the time-resolved signal shown in (a).
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a high-resolution STM image and MIR-STM images obtained
at td = −920, 210, 330, and 1080 fs. The STM tip was scanned
from left to right and from bottom to top. Since measurements
were carried out under light irradiation, there were some
fluctuations, and the resolution slightly changed during
scanning. As shown in the figures, however, atomically time-
resolved STM images during the ultrafast photo-induced
dynamics in MoTe2 were successfully obtained for the first
time. A small hexagonal structure, including the second layer,
can be observed in places where the resolution is high for both
STM and MIR-STM images.
Although the appearance of 2H−MoTe2 may differ

depending on the resolution, its structure was basically
maintained, as can be seen from the unit cell. Namely, it was
confirmed that the electronic state dynamics were measured
while maintaining the stability of the sample structure. This is
the first time-resolved STM observation of ultrafast dynamics
in the <1 ps region.
We next discuss in detail how to interpret the observed

ultrafast phenomena. First, we carried out light-modulated
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (LM-STS) measurements55,56

to examine the band structure. Figure 4c shows the result of
the LM-STS measurement obtained in the area without
defects. The I−V curve was measured while turning the NIR
beam on and off at a frequency of 40 Hz. By drawing the
envelopes of the signal, two I−V curves in cases with (red) and
without (blue) light irradiation were obtained simultaneously.
Almost no shift was observed between the I−V curves obtained
with and without NIR irradiation, indicating that band bending
and photovoltage are not effective for this sample. No apparent
structural changes were observed in the MIR-STM images, as
shown in Figure 4b. It is considered that no phase transition
accompanying structural changes occurred, owing to the
decreasing photoexcitation intensity, as expected.
A possible mechanism to explain the MIR-STM signal

observed in Figure 4a is band gap renormalization, which is a
phenomenon where the band gap changes with increasing
carrier density. There are some reports on experiments and
theoretical analyses of this phenomenon.57,58 In the case of a
few-layer MoS2 sample with a band gap of 1.8 eV, the changes
in the band structure of MoS2 due to resonant excitation (1.83
eV) and nonresonant excitation (3.10 eV) were analyzed.59 In
the nonresonant case, the band gap first shrank in the range of
several 100 fs and then relaxed on the order of ∼1 ps. The
shrinkage is due to the relaxation of the excited electrons to the
conduction band edge, resulting in the appearance of the
screening effect. Subsequent relaxation was attributed to the
reduction of the screening effect due to the formation of a
bound state (e.g., excitons). The shrinkage magnitude
increased with the photoexcitation light intensity, reaching
about −30 meV at 110 μJ/cm2. In our system, the excitation
energy is ∼1.5 eV. Considering that the band gap of MoTe2 is
∼1 eV, our experimental conditions correspond to the
nonresonant excitation case in the ref 57. In addition, since
the photoexcitation light intensity is approximately 50 μJ/m2

and there is a tip enhancement effect, the band shrinkage is
considered equal to or larger than that in our experiment.
In a report on MoTe2,

51 for example, the change in
transmittance of the probe light after excitation at 800 nm and
the time evolution of the absorption spectrum after excitation
at 800 nm were analyzed. The former showed changes in the
rising part at 100−140 fs depending on the pump light
intensity. In the latter, the red-shifted gap after excitation

relaxed on the order of 1 ps. Another study on MoTe2 was
carried out on the basis of the measurement of absorption
spectra between the core level and the conduction/valence
band after pumping light of 800 nm on the sample.57 The
position of the red-shifted conduction band edge changed to
the high-energy side in the <1 ps region.
The timescales of the dynamics in these previous studies

correspond well to the results of our MIR-STM experiments.
In STM, the tunnel current appears positive or negative
depending on the relationship between the Fermi levels in the
STM tip and the sample. Therefore, the sign of the tunnel
current can be used as an index for evaluating the changes in
the sample band structure.
To consider the signal in Figure 4a in detail, it is divided into

areas ① to ⑥. Figure 4d shows model diagrams explaining the
signal in each region. First, in area ① of td < 0 at the left of the
figure, It,MIR(td) > 0. STM measurements were performed
under feedback conditions with sample bias VS = 31 mV.
Therefore, the integral value of the tunnel current that gives
the MIR-STM signal became positive, owing to the relation-
ship between the shape of the I−V curve and the MIR
waveform.
Next, in the vicinity of td = 0 (area ② in Figure 4a), the

waveform of the near field shown in Figure 2e is reproduced by
a signal of the tunnel current. This is due to the NIR-
photoexcited hot electrons tunneling between the STM tip and
the sample, reflecting the change in the tunnel barrier in
response to the MIR waveform (ENF,MIR) when the NIR pulse
overlaps with the MIR pulse (② in Figure 4d), similar to the
case of THz-STM.32 This indicates that the relaxation of the
hot electrons excited by the NIR light occurs within a time
shorter than the NIR pulse width of 8 fs. Now tunnel current is
expected to be controlled ultra-fast and phase-sensitive.29

However, as shown by the arrow in the inset of Figure 4a,
the negative It,MIR(td) signal continued from around td = 60 fs,
deviating from the MIR waveform. This is because the hot
electrons relax and accumulate in the CBM, then tunnel to the
tip side [③ in Figure 4d]. As td increases, the number of
electrons that accumulated in the CBM increases, which
initiates band gap renormalization (band gap reduction and
subsequent relaxation). Band gap renormalization is caused by
the screening of the electric field by electrons accumulated in
the CBM and energy transfer from electrons to the sample
lattice.51,60 This process is represented by ④ to ⑥ in Figure 4d.
Previous studies have shown that the relaxation time of
nonresonantly excited hot electrons to CBM by electron−
phonon interaction was in the range of several 100 fs,51 which
corresponds well to our result. The time scale of the reduction
of the screening effect due to the formation of a bound state
was predicted to be on the order of 1 ps in a previous study,60

which is consistent with the decay time of the tunnel current in
this study, τ2 = 720 fs. Since we chose defect-free sites, the
exciton formation process is more likely, but these effects may
be site-dependent.
In area ⑥, It,MIR(td) < 0 again. The direction of the tunnel

current is changed by the flow of electrons that accumulated in
the CBM with the relaxation of band renormalization. After
that, the electron density in the CBM decreases, owing to such
as electron−hole recombination, and the signal returns to the
initial state ①. This process corresponds to the long relaxation
time previously observed with THz-STM. For a sample with
photovoltage, the effect of band bending must be considered.
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As described above, the ultrafast dynamics after 8 fs NIR
light irradiation were observed using by time-resolved MIR-
STM. We succeeded in measuring ultrafast carrier dynamics in
the <1 ps region, which was well explained by the change in
the band structure associated with the carrier dynamics. In
addition to the time-resolved signal measurement, time-
resolved imaging was also realized. We have shown that
MIR-STM is a very promising method. It is expected that a
more detailed analysis including photo-induced phase
transitions will be possible if the interaction between the
electron system and phonons is directly observed. The
development of a method for the detailed analysis of transient
I−V curves is also strongly desired for studies in the energy
space to progress further. However, electric-field-driven time-
resolved STM uses subcycle pulses instead of square waves, as
instantaneously applied bias voltages: therefore, a more
detailed analysis is required to obtain correct I−V curves.
Studies have been carried out using THz-STM,32,33 but this
method has not yet been established. If MIR-STM realizes the
evaluation of transient I−V curves, it will be possible to analyze
the dynamics of the electronic structures in ultrafast
phenomena in the <30 fs region in real space. Since these
analyses are beyond the scope of this study, we leave them for
future work. The combination of the developed system we
demonstrated in this paper with a THz electric field is expected
to open a new possibility.61

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have realized the first ever mid-infrared (MIR) electric-
field-driven STM system enabling the pump−probe method to
be used over a wide time range with a time resolution higher
than 30 fs. We demonstrated the high potential of the new
MIR-STM system by visualizing ultrafast nonequilibrium
carrier dynamics induced by the irradiation of a sample with
an NIR pulse of 8 fs width. We succeeded in measuring
ultrafast carrier dynamics in the range of 0 to over 1 ps which
were well explained by the change in band structure associated
with the carrier dynamics. In addition to time-resolved signal
measurement, time-resolved imaging was also realized. It is
highly expected that this method will pave the way for studying
the local dynamics of non-equilibrium states such as
elementary excitations and phase transitions in condensed
materials.
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